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Laser rangefinder Leica Disto D3 High-performance Leica Disto D3 laser range finder with high precision of 1
millimeter, with Power Range technology allowing measurements up to 100 meters, with angle angle measurements up
to 45 °, the smallest on the market . Characteristics â€¢ Quick and accurate distance measurements â€¢ The smallest
rangefinder in the world â€¢ Power Range Technology - long target measurements (80 m) without target sight â€¢ The builtin tilt sensor quickly and easily determines tilt up to 45 °. The tilt sensor calculates the actual horizontal distance, so
reliable measurements are guaranteed â€¢ Aim the laser beam directly on the target, no matter if you measure from
behind a corner, through holes or from the edge: thanks to the foot, you are prepared for any situation during
measurements. The instrument automatically detects the spread foot, which avoids the additional costs associated with
erroneous measurements â€¢ DISTO D3 can calculate surfaces, volumes, room sizes and various variants of the
Pythagorean functions. The measurement trigger and memory for up to 20 measurements complement the long list of
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instrument functions - cleverly designed to facilitate your work â€¢ Built-in tilt sensor provides horizontal
distance
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measurement â€¢ The sensor assesses the lighting conditions and automatically switches on the keypad and display
lights â€¢ The horizontal distance can be measured without any problems despite the obstacles on the aiming line â€¢
Reliable measurements from edges and corners â€¢ Values â€¢â€¢such as the total wall length, wall and ceiling surfaces can
be obtained by pressing the button â€¢ Accurate calculation of room angle with only three measurements Technical
parameters â€¢ Effective range: 0.05 m (5 cm) - 80 m without target sight, 100 m with sciming disc (shield included with
the rangefinder) â€¢ Accuracy: +/- 1 millimeter â€¢ Min / max measurement: YES â€¢ Continuous measurement mode:
YES â€¢ Addition and subtraction of measurements: YES â€¢ Area and volume measurements: YES â€¢ Slope
measurements: YES, up to 45 ° accuracy 0.001% â€¢ Indirect measurements using the Pythagoras function: YES â€¢
Memory of last measurements: YES, 20 â€¢ Auto timer: YES â€¢ Backlight of the screen: YES â€¢ Immunity class: IP 54
â€¢ Power supply: 2 x AAA battery ("small finger"), up to 5000 measurements on one set of batteries â€¢ Dimensions [mm]:
125 x 45 x 24 Equipment included â€¢ laser rangefinder â€¢ carrying case â€¢ 2 x AAA batteries â€¢ target plate â€¢ belt â
user manual â€¢ manufacturer's certificate Warranty 2 years Additional product photos
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